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1: BBC One - Getting the Builders In - Episode guide
Getting the Builders In. Three pairs of builders go head to head, pricing up jobs and offering designs, and the
homeowners choose which team to go with. On iPlayer. Not available. On TV.

Fortunately, you can get building faster. The most common reason for builders not getting back to clients is
because they have no systems or organisation skills. This leads to builders simply forgetting about you. Some
builders may be great at organising their site, but when it comes to running the business side of things, these
skills may not always cross over. Unfortunately, a lot of builders are not necessarily the best at running their
businesses. Because builders might not have the necessary systems in place, they may not be able to organise
potential jobs and chase up enquiries and quotes. Builders who take the time to run a tight business with
organisational systems in place are much more likely to do a good job on your home building. Plus, calling
someone back is just good manners! The solution is to find a builder with good organisational skills. This
building relationship was never meant to be. Whether you get a call back from a home builder says a lot about
how your experience with them will be. Your time is valuable, and you would be more likely to have a smooth
home building experience with someone who responds to your enquiry. If you get a quote with a simple figure
down the bottom of the page without any information about where it will be spent, you should be wary. This
builder is likely liaising with many people, and may not remember the specific details of your job. Basically,
they are hustling for cash. This is a bad sign from the get-go. First of all, you want the estimates on your home
building project to be specified and laid out piece by piece. You also want to know that your builder has
attention to detail. Be clear that you need a detailed quote and a timeframe to go with it to ensure your
building gets done within your budget and the timeframe you require. If you are investing your time in talking
with a builder and requesting a quote, then you need to be realistic about that budget. You also need to be
receptive to perhaps not getting exactly the ideas that you want, as the costs of home building can often be
above what people expect. Many times this will occur because the designer or architect has not communicated
with you and your builder. Good communication and a mutual understanding between all parties will get you
the best results. The solution is to try to facilitate communication between everyone involved in your building
project. This will ensure that there are no budget and concept misunderstandings. Get your builder involved in
the design process â€” that will cut out lots of negotiations and everyone will be on the same page from the
start. It might go in a different direction to what you thought, but it could be even better than you imagined!
Now that you know about the three most common reasons for not hearing back from your builder, hopefully,
you can start communicating well with your builder and get started on your project.
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2: Getting the Builders In, - (Your iPlayer)
Getting the Builders in (TV Series ) cast and crew credits, including actors, actresses, directors, writers and more.

Check if you need permission or approval You may have to get more than one kind of permission or approval
before you go ahead with work on your home. Always check if you need: These are schemes that are approved
by the government. You also have to pay a fee for them to come and inspect the work you have carried out. If
you have to get approval or permission You may need to hire a surveyor or architect to help you apply for
building regulations approval or planning permission. You may have to get permission from the freeholder
before work starts. You may have to pay some costs. You may also have to undo the work, eg remove a new
extension. How to find good builders or contractors Recommendations and references are good ways to find
reliable contractors who do a good job. For instance, you can: They may be hard to contact if problems come
up. You can always find someone else to do the work. Get quotes before you decide who to use A quote is a
promise from the contractor to do the work at a fixed price. Some contractors charge for quotes - ask about
this first. Try to get written quotes from at least 3 different contractors before you decide on one. Make sure
you get a quote, not an estimate. An estimate is just a rough guess, so you could end up paying more. Also be
cautious if their price is a lot lower than other quotes you get. What a quote should include Be very clear about
the work you want done - this will help you get the most accurate price and prevent misunderstandings later. A
quote should include: Avoid this by getting them to put in writing: See a sample quote You can download a
PDF of a sample quote. Insurance-backed warranties or guarantees - you can buy one of these as part of the
cost of the work, if the contractor offers it. You may have to pay more for your insurance during and after the
work. They might suggest that you take out joint insurance with the contractor. You might feel more secure
knowing you have insurance in place in case of any damage or if anything goes missing. Always try to get a
contract in writing before you give the go-ahead. If the contractor gives you a contract, check if it covers
everything you agreed.
3: Getting the Builders In () Watch Online
A factual entertainment series that sees the country's biggest and brashest builders going head-to-head pitching for jobs
and bringing homeowners design dreams to life.

4: The Real Reason Home Builders NEVER Get Back To You!
Getting the Builders In is a series that sees Britain's builders going head-to-head pitching for jobs and bringing
homeowners design dreams to life.

5: Getting the Most from Your Builderâ€™s Sales Professional
We are very proud to be on the BBC One programme 'Getting the builders in', which showcases real reputable builders
undertaking real jobs. The show starts on Monday October 30th

6: Getting the Builders In Catch up, Series 1: Episode 11 on BBC 1
BBC1 - Getting The Builders In is a brand new factual entertainment series that sees Britain's builders going head
-to-head pitching for jobs and bringing homeowners design dream to life.

7: Getting the Builders In, BBC One â€“ 11am | Zinc
Getting the Builders In is a series that sees Britain's builders going head-to-head pitching for jobs and bringing
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homeowners design dreams.

8: Getting the Builders In - Cast | TVmaze
Getting The Builders In is a brand new factual entertainment series for BBC daytime, that sees Britain's builders battling
it out to win jobs.

9: Your State-By-State Guide To Getting A Builders Licence
Menu. Shows; People; Networks; Web Channels; Articles; Schedule; Home; Shows; Getting the Builders In; Cast.
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